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Abstract

Let at, ... , ad be a basis of the Lie algebra 9 of a connected unimodular
Lie group G and M a compact connected subgroup of G. Let Ai be the
left differential operator in the direction ai on the Lp(X ;dx )-spaces
with respect to the left regular representation in the homogeneous
space X = G/ M, where p E [1, 00]. We consider n-th order strongly
elliptic operators

H = Lca,Aa

with complex coefficients Ca' We show that the semigroup S generated
by the closure of H has a reduced heat kernel K defined by

and we prove Gaussian upper bounds for Kt and all its derivatives.
For reduced heat kernels associated with irreducible unitary rep

resentations on nilpotent Lie groups we prove similar Gaussian bounds.
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1 Introduction

Yarious methods have been developed in the last few years for the derivation of Gaussian
bounds on the kernels of strongly elliptic and subelliptic operators on manifolds or Lie
groups. These methods are described in the books of [Dav], [Rob] and lYSe]. The first
method, used by Davies, is a logarithmic Sobolev inequality to obtain semigroup bounds for
real second order strongly elliptic operators. Yia a perturbation method one then obtains
Gaussian type upper bounds. Alternatively, [YSe] uses Harnack inequalities and that
method is also restricted to real second order operators. Robinson, however, first proves
Nash inequalities in order to derive semigroup bounds. Then via the Davies perturbation
method Gaussian type upper bounds are established. His method also works for higher
order strongly elliptic operators.

In this paper we consider homogeneous spaces X = GIM with G a connected unimod
ular Lie group and M a connected compact Lie subgroup. Let H be a complex n-th order
strongly elliptic operator affiliated to the left regular representation of G in L2 (X; dx),
where dx is the G-invariant measure on X induced by the Haar measures of G and M.
Then the semigroup S generated by the closure of H has a smooth kernel K on G such
that

Step = JK Kt(g) U(g)'P dg

for all t > 0 and 'P E L 2 (X; dx), where U denotes the left regular representation of G in
L2(X; dx) (see [Rob], Theorem III.2.1). We shall show that the semigroup S has a heat
kernel on X x X which can be expressed as an integral of the Lie group kernel K. For
this kernel, and all its derivatives, we prove Gaussian type upper bounds in terms of the
natural distance on the homogeneous space.

On non-compact symmetric spaces Anker, [Ank], studied the functional calculus of
Laplace operators. In [Ank] heat kernel upper bounds are derived for these Laplace oper
ators. In this paper, the Lie group G need not be semisimple.

We use the notation of [Rob]. Let G be a connected unimodular d-dimensional Lie group
with Haar measure dg and let M be a dm-dimensional compact connected Lie subgroup of
G with Haar measure dm. Let al, .. . ,ad be a vector space basis for the Lie algebra 9 of G.
Define the homogeneous space X = GIM. By [SeD], Satz III.3.2 there exists a G-invariant
measure dx = dg induced by the Haar measures dg and dm. By 9 we denote the left coset
gM for all g E G. If U is a continuous representation of G in a Banach space X then for all
i E {1, ... , d} we denote by Ai = dU(ai) the infinitesimal generator of the one parameter
group t f--+ U(exp( -tai)). We also need multi-index notation. Let J(d) = EB~o{l, ... , d}k
denote the set of all multi-indices over the index set {l, ... ,d}. If a = (il, ... ,ik) E J(d)
then set Aa = Ail 0 ••• 0 Aik and we denote by lal = k the length of the multi-index a.

For p E [1,00] consider the left regular representation U of G on Lp(X; dx) defined by

(1)

for all 'P E Lp(X; dx) and a.e. x EX.
Let n E N be even and for all a E J(d) with lal ::; n let Ca E C. We consider the

operator H in Lp (X ; dx) associated with the left regular representation U of (1)

H = L caAa ,
a: lal:5n

1

(2)



with domain D(H) = nlal::;n D(Aa). The operator H is called an n-th order strongly
elliptic operator if there exists a f.1 > 0 such that

Re(-It/2 L caea2:: f.1lel n

a: lal=n

for all eE R d
, where ea= ei1 ···eik for all a = (il, ... ,ik ) E J(d). By [Rob], Theorem

1.5.1 the closure of H generates a continuous semigroup S. Note that the operator H is
already closed if p E (1,00) (see [BER], Theorem 2.9). Moreover, for all t > 0 there exists
a smooth, rapidly decreasing, Lie group kernel J{t E L1 (G ; dg) such that

for all <p E Lp(X; dx) and a.e. x E X (see [Rob], Theorem III.2.1).
Since J{t is continuous and M is compact one can define for all t > 0 the continuous

function "'t: X x X ---+ C by

where g, kEG. Note that this definition does not depend on the coset representatives by
the unimodularity of M. We call the function "'t the reduced heat kernel because of the
following identity.

Proposition 1.1 If P E [1,00Lep E Lp ( X ; dx) and t > 0 then

for a.e. x EX.

Proof Let 'IjJ E C~(X). Since G and M are unimodular [ScD], Satz II1.3.2 gives

('IjJ, Step) = L'IjJ(g) fa J{t(l) ep( I-lgM) dl diJ

= L'IjJ(g) fa J{t(l-l) ep(lgM) dl diJ

= !x 'IjJ(g) fa J{t(gl-l) ep(lM) dl diJ

= !x 'IjJ(g) L(!MJ{t(gm- 1k-1
) dm)ep(kM) dkdg

= L'IjJ(g) L(!MJ{t(gmk-1
) dm)<p(k) dkdg

for all t > 0 and <p E Lp(X; dx). o

The function t 1--7 "'t(x; y) with x, y E X fixed extends to a holomorphic function since
Sis holomorphic (see also [ArB], Theorem 3.1).

We now discuss the regularity of the reduced heat kernel "'t.
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Proposition 1.2 For all t > 0 one has Kt E Coo(X x X).

Proof Define for t > 0 the function f{t: G x G ---+ C by

f{t(gl,g2) = fM f{t(glmg21) dm

Then f{t E Coo(G x G) since f{t E Coo(G) (see [Rob], Theorem IIIA.S). The projection
(g}, g2) 1---7 (9}, fh) from G x G into X x X is a Coo map. From these observations it follows
that Kt E Coo(X x X) for all t > O. 0

We denote the (multi- )derivatives of the reduced kernel Kt with respect to the first
variable by AO and with respect to the second variable by RO. To avoid confusion we
denote the left derivative in the direction ai on the Lie group G by Ai and the right
derivative by!k Derivatives of the reduced heat kernel K can be expressed in terms of
derivatives of the Lie group kernel f{.

Corollary 1.3 If (Y, (3 E J( d) then

(AoR(3Kt)(i;i k) = fM(AOiiPf{t)(gmk-1)dm

for all t > 0 and g, kEG.

Proof The proof of this corollary is similar to the proof of Proposition 1.1.

Introduce the control metric d1 on X by

o

d

d1(x; y) = sup{11f(x) -1f(y)1 : 1f E Cb;oo(X) real and L IAi1f1 2 :S I}, (3)
i=l

where Cb;oo(X) denotes the space of all infinitely differentiable functions on X with uni
formly bounded derivatives. The main result of this paper is the next theorem.

Theorem 1.4 Let X = G/M be a homogeneous space with G a connected unimodular Lie
group and M a compact connected subgroup. Let H be an n-th order strongly operator as

in (2) and Kt the corresponding reduced heat kernel. Then for all (Y, (3 E J(d) there exist
a, b > 0 and w 2: 0 such that

I(A°Rf3 Kt)(x ; y) I :S a r(lol+I(3I+d-dm)/newte-b(dl (x;y)nt-1
)l/(n-l)

for all x, y E X and t > O.

Remark 1.5 Although this theorem has been formulated for real t, it is also valid in a
complex sector. There exists a Be E (0, 7r /2] such that the operator eicpH is a strongly
elliptic operator for all <p E (-Be, Be). Then the reduced kernel extends to a holomorphic
function on the sector A(Be) = {z E C\{O} : Iarg zl < Be} and for all B E (0, Be) one has
similar kernel bounds for K z uniformly for z E A(B), with t replaced by Izi.

Example 1.6 If G is a connected semisimple Lie group and M a connected compact
subgroup of G then G is unimodular and the conclusions of Theorem 104 are valid for the
homogeneous space G/M. •
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In the next example we present an explicit description of a homogeneous space.

Example 1.7 Let X = SL(r,R)jSO(r,R). Consider the action of 9 E SL(r,R) defined
by A 1-+ gAgt for all strictly positive symmetric matrices A. Then SO(r, R) is the stabilizer
subgroup of the identity matrix I. The SL(r, R)-orbit of I equals the set of all strictly
positive symmetric matrices with determinant 1. Indeed, each strictly positive symmetric
matrix A with determinant 1 can be written as A = UAut with U E SO(r, R) and A a
diagonal matrix with strictly positive diagonal entries and determinant 1. Let 9 = UA1/2 E

SL(r, R). Then A = gIl. So we can identify X with the set of strictly positive symmetric
matrices with determinant 1. •

On SO(3, R) one can use spectral theory to deduce Gaussian bounds for the reduced
heat kernel.

Example 1.8 Let N = (0,0,1) E R 3 . Let G = SO(3, R) and M = GN = {g E SO(3, R) :
gN = N} the stabilisator group of N. Let aI, a2, a3 be the basis for 9 given by

1 0)o 0
o 0

, a2 = (~ ~ ~)
o -1 0

o 1)
00.
o 0

So d = 3 and dm = 1, whence d - dm = 2. Consider the bijection <I>: GjM ~ S2 defined
by <I>eg) = gN for all 9 E G. For all i E {I, 2, 3} let Ai be the vector fields on S2 induced
by the bijection <I> and the vector fields Ai on X. The measure dx = dj; on X induces the
surface measure dll on S2. Next, the G-invariant second order strongly elliptic operator
- A~ - A~ - A~ equals the Laplace-Beltrami operator of S2. For this particular operator
one can derive the Gaussian type upper bounds by a spectral argument. For all n E No
the eigenspace corresponding to the eigenvalue n(n + 1) is spanned by 2n + 1 orthonormal
eigenvectors en,j with j E {I, ... , 2n+1}. Then by the addition theorem, [Miil], Theorem 2
there exist C1, C2 > 0 such that

00

~ Cl (1 +L e- t (n
2
+n)n) ~ C2(1 + r 2/ 2) = C2(1 + r(d-dm )/2)

n=O

for all t > 0 and x E S2. Then off-diagonal Gaussian upper bounds as in Theorem 1.4 can
be obtained by an application of [Sik], Theorem 1. •

The techniques used in this paper differ from the usual methods, because we cannot
apply the higher order Davies perturbation trick as in [Rob], Chapter III. First, we derive
the appropriate Nash inequalities if M n Z(G) is finite, where Z(G) denotes the centre
of G. This is inspired by the paper [ElR2], where Gaussian bounds for real second order
strongly elliptic operators associated with irreducible unitary representations of nilpotent
Lie groups have been established. These Nash inequalities are used to obtain semigroup
bounds for second order operators. Then Gaussian bounds for higher order strongly elliptic
operators on the homogeneous space are derived via a reduction method from the Gaussian
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bounds for higher order strongly elliptic operators on the Lie group. In [ERS] a slightly
less delicate version of a transference method was used to deduce large time Gaussian
bounds for the kernel associated with a homogeneous operator on a nilpotent Lie group
from a similar kernel on a homogeneous group. In the present paper the reduction gives
the correct small time singularity in the Gaussian bound of the main theorem. Finally we
remove the assumption on M n Z(G).

The reduction method also works to extend the results in [EIR2] to higher order op
erators and Gaussian kernel bounds on the derivatives. In [EIR2] Gaussian kernel bounds
have been proved for the reduced heat kernel of the semigroup generated by a real second
order strongly elliptic operator associated with an irreducible unitary representation of
a nilpotent Lie group. In the last section we show how the other kernel bounds can be
proved.

2 Volume estimates

In this section we prove a lower bound on the X-volume of the projection on X of small
balls in G if M n Z (G) is finite.

Suppose the vector space basis aI, ... , ad for the Lie algebra 9 is such that aI, ... , adm

is a vector space basis for the Lie algebra m of M.
The modulus 1·1 on the Lie group G is defined by IgI = dG(eig), where the metric dG

on G is given by

1
1 d 1/2

dG(k; l) = inf (I>tl(t)) dt,
-yEr(k,l) 0 i=l

with

r(k, l) = {,: [0, 1] -+ G :, is absolutely continuous on [0,1], ,(0) = k, ,(1) = l}

and
d,(t) _ d . t Y:I

dt - E,t() t -y(t)

for a.e. t E [0, 1], where the vector fields }i are defined by

d
(}i<p)(g) = -d I <p(exp( -tai)g)t t=o

(4)

for all <p E GOO(G), 9 E G and 1 ~ i ~ d. The modulus on M, denoted by I· 1M, is defined
analogously. Let Be = {g E G : Igl < c} and Be,M = {g EM: IglM < c} for all c > O.

Frequently we need the following lemma to estimate distances.

Lemma 2.1 There exist co > 0 and G > 0 such that the restriction of the exponential
map to the set {t E R d : Iti I < co for all i E {I, ... , d}} is an analytic diffeomorphism onto
its image and

G-1 11tll ~ Iexp(t1a1 +... + tdad) I~ Glltll
uniformly for all t E {t E R d

: Itil < co for all i E {1, ... ,d}}, where Iltll = max{ltil: i E
{I, ... , d}}.

Proof See [EIR3], Proposition 6.1.

5
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Lemma 2.2 There exist e' > 0 and C > 0 such that

for all e E (0, e'].

Proof Let V be a neighbourhood of 0 in the Lie algebra 9 such that exp Iv is a dif
feomorphism from V onto a neighbourhood of the identity e E G. Write 9 = a + m,
where m denotes the Lie algebra of M. Then by the proof of [SaW], Theorem 6.9, there
exist neighbourhoods W of 0 in a and W' of 0 in m such that W + W' ~ V, the map
w + w' 1--+ exp(w) exp(w') is a homeomorphism from W + W' onto the neighbourhood
U = exp(W) exp(W') of the identity e E G and, moreover, Un M = exp(W'). Let e' > 0
be so small that

Bel ~ U n exp(V) .

Then Bel n M ~ un M = exp(W').
Next, let co, C > 0 be as in Lemma 2.1. Now suppose e E (0, e' A co] and 9 E Be n M.

Then for all i E {I, ... , d} there exist ti E R with Itil :::; Ce such that

Alternatively, 9 E exp(W') and hence there exists a w' E W' such that 9 = exp(w'). Since
exp Iv is injective it follows that tdm+l = ... = td = O. Therefore, by Lemma 2.1 again,
there exist e", C' > 0 such that Be n M ~ Be'e,M for all e E (O,e"]. 0

Lemma 2.3 If e > 0 then

f 1Be (gmk-1) dm:::; f 1dm
1M 1Mng-1B 2e9

for all g, kEG.

Proof We may assume that there exists an m1 E M such that b = gm1k-1 E Be. Then

by the unimodularity of M. Since gmg-1b E Be if, and only if, m E g-l Beb-1g and
Be b-1 ~ B2e one obtains

as required.

We next introduce a technical condition which we remove at the end of Section 4.

o

Lemma 2.4 Suppose there exist l' E N and a continuous matrix representation p' of G in
GL(r, R) such that M n Ker p' is finite. Then there exists a matrix representation p of G
in GL(r, R) such that the restriction of p to M has a finite kernel and p(M) is a subgroup
of SO(r,R).
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Proof Since M is compact and connected also p'(M) is a compact and connected sub
group of GL(r, R) and hence of SL(r, R). Note that (SL(r, R), SO(r, R)) is a Riemannian
symmetric pair of non-compact type. Therefore Theorem VI.2.1 of [Hel] implies that
there exists an h E SL(r, R) such that h p'(M) h-1 ~ SO(r, R). Then the representation
9 ~ h p'(g) h-1 has the desired properties. 0

Lemma 2.5 Suppose there exist r E N and a continuous matrix representation p of G in
GL(r, R) such that M n Ker p is finite and p(M) is a subgroup of SO(r, R). Then there
exists a G > 0 such that

IIVEV- 1
- III ::; Ge

for all V E SO(r, RL e E [0,2] and E E p(Be), where II . II denotes the Euclidean matrix
norm on RTXT.

Proof Define for all i E {I, ... , d} the matrices Mi by

d
Mi = -dI p(exp(tai)) .t t=o

By the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula it is obvious that the local map from coordi
nates of the first kind to coordinates of the second kind is a real analytic diffeomorphism
with a Jacobian matrix of determinant 1 in O. Hence by Lemma 2.1 there exist e', G > 0
such that the map (tI, ... , td) ~ exp(t1al)'" exp(tdad) from {t E R d : Itil < e' for all i E
{I, ... ,d}} is an analytic diffeomorphism onto its image nand

G-1lltll ::; Iexp(t1al) ... exp(tdad)1 ::; Glltll

uniformly for all t E {t E R d : Itil < eo for all i E {I, ... , d}}, where Iltil = max{ Itil : i E
{I, ... , d}}. There exists an e' > 0 such that Bel ~ n. Suppose e E (0, e'] and E E p(Be).
Then for all i E {I, ... , d} there exists a ti E R with Itil ::; Ge such that

E = p(exp(t1al)'" exp(tdad)) = p(exp(t1al))'" p(exp(tdad)) = exp(itM1)··· exp(tdMd)

Hence
IIVEV-1 - III = IIV(E - nV-lll = liE - III ::; G'e

for all V E SO(r, R), where G' > 0 depends only on e', G and MI, .. . , Md. By compactness
there exists an M > 0 such that

IIVEV-1 - III ::; M

for all V E SO(r, R) and E E p(B2 ). Therefore

IIVEV-1 - III::; max(G',M(e')-l)e

for all e E [0,2], E E p(Be) and V E SO(r, R). o

Proposition 2.6 Suppose there exist r E N and a continuous matrix representation p of
G in GL(r, R) such that M n Ker p is finite. Then there exists a G > 0 such that

Volx(Beg) :::: Ged- dn,

for all e E (0,1] and 9 E G.
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Proof By Lemma 2.4 we may assume that p(M) C SO(r, R).
First,

VolG(Be) = [ IB.(gZ-l)dZ = [ [ IB.(gmk-l )dmdk ~ [ . [ Idmdk1G 1x 1M 1B•g1Mng-1 B2.g

= Volx(Bey) VolM(M n g-l B2eg)

for all 9 E G and e > °by Lemma 2.3. Next, there exists a C 2 1 such that C-led ~

VolG(Be) ~ Ced for all e E (0,1]. Therefore it is sufficient to prove that there exists a
C > °such that

VolM(M n g-l B2eg) ~ Cedm

for all 9 E G and e E (0, 1]. Since the restriction of p to M has a finite kernel and p(M)
is isomorphic to M / Ker(pIM) it therefore suffices to show that there exists a C > Osuch
that

Volp(M)(p(M) n p(g-l B2eg)) ~ Cedm

for all 9 E G and e E (0,1].
Let e E (0,1] and 9 E G. Let A E p(M) n p(g-l B2eg). Consider the Gaussian

decomposition
p(g-l) = UAV,

where U, V E SO(r,R) and A = diag(..\l"",..\r)' By a suitable permutation of the rows
and columns of A and the fact that permutation matrices are orthogonal we may assume
without loss of generality that 1..\11 2 1..\21 2 ... 2 I..\rl. Then

U-lAU = AVEV-lA-l

for some E E p(B2e ). Hence U-l AU = ABA-t, where

(

1+.:el1 .
B = VEV-l =

erl

with leijl ~ Ce for some C > 0, independent of V, E and e, by Lemma 2.5. Therefore

Since B E SO(r, R) all columns have length 1 and are mutually orthogonal. As I..\i..\jll ~ 1
for all i 2 j there exists a C > 0, independent of V, E and e, such that I(B - I)ijl ~ Ce
for all i 2 j. Evaluating the inner product of the first and second column in B it follows
that there is a C > 0, independent of V, E, A and e, such that IB12 1 ~ Ce. Repeating
this procedure, i.e., evaluating the inner products of column j and the preceding columns
1, ... ,j - 1, if follows that there exists a C > 0, independent of V, E, A and e, such that
I(B - I)ijl ~ Ce for all i,j E {I, ... , r}. Since U E SO(r, R) it follows that I(A - I)ijl =
I(U(B - I)U-l)ijl ~ Cr2e for alII ~ i,j ~ r. Note that Cr2 is independent of e and g.

Next there is an e' E (0,1] such that if e E (0, e'], then A = exp(1og A). Hence there
exists a C > 0, independent of e and g, such that I(log A)ijl ~ Ce for all 1 ~ i,j ~ r.
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Therefore, by Lemma 2.1 there is a C > 0, independent of 9 and e E (0, e'], such that A
lies in the Ce-ball in GL(r, R) induced by the modulus on GL(r, R). Then by Lemma 2.2
there exists a C > 0, independent of 9 and c E (O,e'] such that A lies in the Ce-ball in
p(M) induced by the modulus on p(M). Since the dimension of p(M) equals dm there is
a C > 0 such that

VOlp(M)(p(M) n p(g-l B 2eg)) ~ Cedm

for all 9 E G and e E (0, e']. Finally, the restriction e E (0, e'] can be weakened to e E (0,1]
by a compactness argument. D

Corollary 2.7 Suppose M n Z(G) is finite. Then there exists a C > °such that

Volx(Beg) ~ Ced
-

dm

for all e E (0,1] andg E G.

Proof The matrix representation induced by the Adjoint representation Ad of G and
the basis aI, ... , ad for 9 has kernel Z (G). D

3 Nash inequalities

The method we use to derive semigroup bounds from L1(X; d;E) into Loo(X j dx) is via
Nash inequalities, which we prove in this section.

Throughout this section we suppose that M n Z(G) is finite. Moreover, we suppose
that the vector space basis all"" ad for the Lie algebra 9 is such that all"" ad m is a
vector space basis for the Lie algebra m of M.

Let L2;1(X j dx) = nf=l D(A i ) C L2(X; dx) with norm

11<p112"1 = max II Aa <p11 .
, aEJ(d)

lal$!

The bounds of the next proposition are a generalization of the classical Nash inequali
ties.

Theorem 3.1 There exists a C > 0 such that

11<p11~+4/(d-dn.) ~ C 11<p11~;lll<plli/(d-dm)

for all <p E L2j1 (X j dx) n L1(X j dx).

In order to prove Theorem 3.1 we first prove Young inequalities on the homogeneous
space.

Let <p E L2(X;dx) n L1(Xjdx) and 'ljJ E L1(G,dg). Then the convolution product
'ljJ *u <p is defined by

'ljJ*u<P= k'ljJ(g)U(g)<pdg .

For every measurable function 'ljJ: G ---+ C introduce the function 'ljJP: X X X ---+ C by

'ljJP(g,k) = 1M 'ljJ(gmk-1) dm ,

9



where g, kEG.
Next let 'l/J:G -+ C be measurable and let q E [1,(0). Then 111'l/Jlllq is defined by

and 111'l/J11100 is defined by

111'l/J11100 = ess sup ess sup l'l/Jb(x,y)1
xEX yEX

If '11: X x X -+ C is measurable, then for q E [1, (0) set

1IIIwllllq = esssup ( r IW(x,yWdxf/
q

yEX 1x

and
1111'11111100 = esssupesssup Iw(x,y)1 .

yEX xEX

Note that the integration and essential supremum are taken over different variables.
The next elementary lemma gives a relation between the norms.

Lemma 3.2 If c > 0 and q E [1,00] then

where 'l/Je = lB•.

Proof Let c > O. Then by the unimodularity of M one has for all q E [1,(0)

= es~sup ( r ( r IB.(kmg-1 )dmy diJ)l/q
kEX 1x 1M

= es~sup ( r 1'l/J:(k,iJ)lqdiJ)l/q = 111'l/Jelllq
kEX 1x

The equality for q = 00 is proved similarly. o

We are now going to prove Young type inequalities. In order to do this we first need
some preparation.

Let S denote the set of complex valued integrable simple functions '11: X x X -+ C such
that J{ = {x EX: 3yEX [W(x, y) =I- O]} has finite measure.

The following lemma states some very crucial properties for simple functions in the
set S.

10



Lemma 3.3

I. If lJ! E S then

1111lJ!lllloo = ess sup ess sup 1lJ!(x,y)1 = esssup 1lJ!(x,y)1 = ess sup ess sup 1lJ!(x,y)1 .
xEX yEX (x,y)EX xX yEX xEX

II. Let lJ! E S and set a = 1111lJ!lllloo. Define Ea,y = {x EX: 1lJ!(x,y)1 = a} for all
y EX. Then Ix Ix l Ea ,y(x) dx dy =I- O.

Proof If lJ! = l u for some measurable U C X x X with measure zero then it is obvious
that

ess sup ess sup 1lJ!(x,y)1 = esssup 1lJ!(x,y)1 = esssup ess sup 1lJ!(x,y)1 = 0 .
xEX yEX (x,y)EXxX yEX xEX

Similarly, if lJ! = l u for some measurable U ~ X x X with strictly positive measure then
it is elementary that

ess sup ess sup 1lJ!(x,y)1 = esssup 1lJ!(x,y)1 = esssup ess sup 1lJ!(x,y)1 = 1 .
xEX yEX (x,y)EXXX yEX xEX

Now let lJ! E S be arbitrary. Then there exist kEN, a1, . .. , ak 2: 0 and disjoint measurable
sets U1, ... , Uk ~ X X X such that 1lJ!1 = 2:7=1 aj1ui. Since ess sUP(x,y)EXXX((fV g)(x, y)) =
ess sUP(x,y)EXXX f(x, y) Vess sUP(x,y)EXXX g(x, y) and 1lJ!1 = a11ul V· .. Vak1uk' the first part
of the lemma follows.

If lJ! = lu for some measurable U ~ X x X then it is obvious that the second statement
holds. If 1lJ! I = 2:7=1 adui as in the first part and a1 = a without loss of generality (and
the measure of U1 is strictly positive), then

f f l Eay (x) dx dy 2: f f lu
1
(x,y)dxdy > 0 ,lxlx' lxlx

as required. o

Define for r.p E L2(X ;dx) n L1(X; dx) the linear operator Tep : S --+ n;1 Lp(X ;dx) by

(TeplJ!)(x) = fx lJ!(x,y)r.p(y)dy

for a.e. x EX. The following theorem is a slight variation of the classical Riesz-Thorin
theorem.

Theorem 3.4 Letr.p E L2(X;dx)nL1(X;dx)) a1,a2 E (0,1), /31,/32 E (0,1) andM1,M2 2:
O. Suppose

for all functions lJ! E S. Then

IITeplJ!1I1/13 ~ Mi-tM~ 1111lJ!11111/a

for alllJ! E Sand t E (0,1)) where a = (1 - t)a1 + ta2 and /3 = (1 - t)/31 + t/32.

11



Proof Define the functions a, (3: C -+ C by

a(z) = (1 - z)a1 + za2 (3 (z) = (1 - z) (31 + Z (32

for all z E C. For z = 0, z = 1 and z = t the pair (a(z),(3(z)) reduces to (a1,(31), (a2,(32)
and (a, (3), respectively. Note that

IIT~\lJlh/11 = ~~f,. IL(T~\lJ)(x)a(x) dxl
UC7 IIt/(1_,8)=l

for all (3 E (0,1) and W E 5, where 5' denotes the set of all simple functions on X. Fix
\lJ E 5 and a E 5' with IlaI11/(1-11) = 1. Define I by

I = Jx(T~W)(x)a(x)dx

Let Cl, C2, ... , cp be the different values of \lJ not equal to zero and let Xl, X2, ... , XP be the
corresponding characteristic functions. Write Cj = IcileiUj. Define

p

Fz = L eiuj ICj la(z)/aXj
j=l

for all z E C. Similarly, let d1 , d2 , ••• , dq be the different values of a not equal to zero
and let X~, X~, . .. , X~ be the corresponding characteristic functions. Write dj = Idj leivj and
define

q

az = L eiv]Idj l(l- I1(Z))/(l- I1 )Xj

j=l

for all z E C. Replacing Xj by T~Xj yields an expression for T~Fz. Define <I>: C -+ C by

Then <I>(t) = I and it is obvious from these considerations that <I>(z) is a bounded, contin
uous and holomorphic function on {z = x + iy E C : 0 < x < I}.

Consider z E C with Rez = O. Then Rea(z) = a1 and Re(3(z) = (31. The Holder
inequality gives

Moreover, for each y E X one has

Hence

It follows that

1<I>(z) I :s; M1111IWIIII~}~allazllt/(1_l1d = M1"llwllll~}~a

for all z E C with Re z = O. Similarly,

12



for all z E C with Re z = 1. Then the Phnigmen-Lindelof lemma (d. [Zyg], Chapter XII,
p. 93) gives

Therefore

sup 1<I>(t)1 ::; Mi-tM~ 1111\l111111/a ,
O'ES'

110'111/(1-13)=1

as required.

Corollary 3.5 Let r.p E L1 (X; dx) n L2 (X ;dx) and MI, M2 ~ O. Suppose

foT' all \l1 E S. Then

o

foT' all t E (0,1) and \l1 E S.

Proof Let \l1 E Sand E > O. From the definition of S it follows that 1111\l111111 < 00.

Moreover, if \l1 (x, y) = 0 for a.e. (x, y) E X x X then the proof is trivial. So let \l1 E S
be such that a = 1111\l1lllloo > o. Set Ea,y = {x EX: 1\l1(x,y)1 = a}. Suppose that
for all n E N the set {y EX: Ix 1Ea,y(x) dx ~ lin} has zero measure. Then the
set {y EX: Ix 1Ea,y(x)dx > O} has zero measure, which contradicts Lemma 3.3.11.
Therefore there exist b > 0 and a subset Xo ~ X with strictly positive measure such that
Ix 1Ea,y(x) dx ~ b uniformly for all y E Xo. Then there exists an N 1 EN such that for all
n > N1 and y E Xo the bounds

IIII\l1lllloo = a::; (anb)l/n(1 +E)::; (1 andxr/n(l +E)
Ea,y

= (ka,y 1\l1(x,y)lndxr/
n
(l +E)::; (fx 1\l1(x,y)lndxr/

n
(l +E)

are valid. Since X o has positive measure one deduces that

1111\l1lllloo::; 1111\l1lllln(1 +6)

for all n > N1 . Moreover, with ]( = {x EX: 3yEX [\l1(x,y) =I- O]} one has

IIT<p\l1lln = (fx Ifx \l1(x, y)r.p(y) dyln dxr/
n = (JK Ifx \l1(x, y)r.p(y) dyln dxr/

n

::;esssupi { \l1(x,y)r.p(y)dYI( { 1dxr/n=IIT<p\l1lloo( ( 1dxr/n
xEX Jx JK JK

for all n E N. Then \l1(x, y) = 0 for a.e. (x, y) E X x X if IK 1 dx = O. So we may assume
that IK 1 dx =I- O. By definition of S one has IK 1 dx < 00. Hence there is an N2 > 0 such
that for all n > N 2

So
(5)

13



for all n > N3 = max(Nt, N2 ).

Alternatively, limn-+oo IwI1/(1-1/n) = 1'111 uniformly on X x X. So there exists an N E N
such that for all n > Nand Y E X the estimates

LIw(x,y)ldx:::; LIW(x,y)11/(1-1/n)dx(1 +c:)1/2

are valid. Since 0 :::; x :::; X 1- 1/n(1 + c:)1/2 for sufficiently large n E N, uniformly on
[0, 1111wlllltJ, there is an N 4 E N such that for all n > N4 and a.e. Y E X

LIw(x,y)ldx:::; (L Iw(x,Y)l dxr-
1
/
n

(1 +c:)1/2

:::; (L Iw(x, y)11/(1-1/n) dxr-1/n(1 +c:)

Therefore,

1111wllllt:::; 1IIIwlllll/(l-l/n)(l +c:)

for all n > N4 . Then the dominated convergence theorem yields

lim [ I(T W)(xW/(l-l/n) dx = [ I(T w)(x)1 dx
n-+oo Jx <P Jx <P

Hence there exists an Ns E N such that

for all n > Ns . It follows that

for all n > N6 = max(N4 , Ns).
By Theorem 3.4 one can interpolate between the bounds (5) and (6) and

IIT<pwllt/((l-t)/n+t(l-l/n)) :::; Mi-tM~(1 +c:)2111IwIIII1/((1-t)/n+t(1-1/n))

for all t E (0,1) and n > max(N3 , N6 ). Let i E (0,1). Then there exists an N E N such
that

IIT<pwIl1/l:::; (1 + c:)2Mp-l-1/n)/(1-2/n)MJl-1/n)/(1-2/n)IIIIWIIII1/l
for all n > N. Finally, letting n ---+ 00 and c: ---+ 0 one obtains

for all i E (0,1).

In order to apply Corollary 3.5 we prove bounds on L1 and Loo •

Lemma 3.6 If <.p E L2(X; dx) n L1(X; dx) then

for all '11 E S.
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Proof Let 'l1 E S. Then Fubini's theorem gives

IIT<p'l1lh = !x IL'l1(x, y) cp(y) dyl dx :::; !x !x 1'l1(x, y)llcp(y)1 dy dx

= f ( f 1'l1(x, y)1 dX) Icp(y)1 dy:::; f ess sup ( f Iw(x, y')1 dX) Icp(y)1 dyJx Jx Jx y'EX Jx

= esssup ( f 1'l1(x,y)ldx)llcplh = 1IIIwlllll11cplh
yEX Jx

Furthermore,

II T<p'l1ll oo =esssupl f W(x,y)cp(y)dYI:::;esssup f Iw(x,y)llcp(y)ldy
xEX Jx xEX Jx

:::; esssup f esssup (IW(x, y')I) Icp(y)1 dy = 1111'l1lllloollcplh ,
xEX Jx y'EX

by Lemma 3.3.1, which completes the proof.

We are now able to state Young type inequalities.

Proposition 3.7 If cp E L2(X ;dx) n Ll(X; dx) then

for all 'l1 E Sand p E [1,00].

Proof This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.6 and Corollary 3.5.

o

o

By approximation we apply the Young inequalities to obtain bounds on 'l/Je *U cp, where
we set 'l/Je = lB•.

Proposition 3.8 Let cp E L2(X; dx) n Ll(X; dx). Then

for all c > O.

Proof Let c > O. First take cp E Cc(X). Let l< be the support of cp. Suppose 'l/J;(x, y) # 0
for some x = iJ E X and y = k E X. Then there exists an m E M such that gmk-l E Be,
and hence, x E BeY. Therefore it is obvious that x tf. Bel< implies 'l/J~(x,y) = 0 for all
y E l<. Hence the function (x, y) 1-+ 'l/J;(x, y)cp(y) from X x X into C is continuous with
support in Bel< X l<. Next

L'l/J;(iJ,k)cp(k)dk = L(!M 'l/Je(gmk-l )dm)cp(k) dk

= L(!M 'l/Je(gm-l k-l )cp(kmM)dm) dk

= L'l/Je(gl-l) cp(lM) dl = L'l/JeU) cpU-lg.M) dl

= L'l/Je(l) cpU-liJ) dl = ('l/Je *u cp)(iJ)

15



for all 9 E G by the unimodularity of G and M. Note that 'l/Je *U <.p is a continuous function
on X because <.p E L2(X;dx) and 'l/Je E L2(G,dg). Now let ~n be a sequence of non
negative simple functions converging to 'l/J: pointwise from below. Set Wn = ~n . IB.KxK

for all n E N. Then

J~~ (fx Ifx('l/J~(x, y) - Wn(x, y))<.p(y) dyl2 dX) 1/2 = 0

by the dominated convergence theorem. Hence Proposition 3.7 yields

II'l/Je *U <.p112 ~ lim sup IIT<pWn I1 2+ II'l/Je *U <.p - T<pWn112 ~ 1111'l/J~1111211<.p111'
n-oo

Since <.p 1---+ 'l/Je *U <.p is continuous on L2(X ;dx), the proposition follows immediately from
the density of Cc(X) in L2(X; dx) n L1(X; dx). D

Let t= [0,1] -+ G be an absolutely continuous path from the identity e to 9 with tangents
in the space spanned by at, ... , ad. Then there exist ,i E Loo([O, 1]) such that

for all 'l/J E COO(G) and a.e. t E [0,1], where Yi is as in (4). Moreover,

where the infimum is over all absolutely continuous paths from the identity e to 9 E G.
Therefore

1 d

((1 - U(g)) <.p)(x) =1E'i(t) (L(,(t))Ai<.p)(x)dt

for all <.p E C~(X) and x E X. Consequently,

by the Schwarz inequality. Then optimalization over all possible paths I gives

d 1/2
11(1 - U(g))<.p112 ~ Igl(2: IIAi<.pII~)

i=l

So, if'l/J E L 1(G; dg) is a positive function with 11'l/J111 = 1 then

In the following proposition we state the Nash inequalities.

Proposition 3.9 Let <.p E L2i1 (X; dx) n L1(X; dx). Then

for all c > O.
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Proof Obviously one has

Then the proposition follows from Lemma 3.2, Proposition 3.8 and the preparatory con
siderations preceding this proposition. 0

Now we estimate for all c E (0,1] the factor 1111/JeII12/II1/Jellt in the Nash inequality stated
in Proposition 3.9. First we have II1/Jellt = VolG(Be). But there exists an a ~ 1 such that

for all c E (0,4]. Hence

for all c E (0,4].
Secondly, we estimate an upper bound for the norm 1111/Je1112 for all c E (0,1].

Lemma 3.10 If 9 E G then

for all c > o.

(7)

Proof Let 9 E G and c > 0. Then

1M 19-1 Beg (m) dm ~ 1M 19-1B2eg(km) dm

for all k E g-1 Beg. Since the map k f-+ fM19-1 B2eg (km) dm from G into R is right M
invariant it follows that

19-1 Beg (k) 1M 19-1 Beg (m) dm ~ 1M 19-1 B2eg (km) dm

for all kEG. Integration over X yields

Volx(Beg) VolM(M n g-1 Beg) = Ix 19-1 Beg (k) 1M 19-1 Beg (m) dm dk

~ fx (1M Ig-1B2eg(km) dm) dk

= fa 1B2e (g1g-1) dl = VolG(B2e )

by the unimodularity of G.

Proposition 3.11 There exists a C >°such that

for all c E (0,1].
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Proof Since we assume that M n Z(G) is finite there exists by Corollary 2.7 a C > 0
such that

Volx(Bex) ~ Cc;d-dm

for all x E X and c; E (0,1]. Next, if g, kEG and fM lB. (gmk-1) dm =f. 0 then there exists
an m E M such that km-1 E Beg, whence k E Beg. Then by the Lemmas 2.3 and 3.10
one has

1111/JeII12:::; es~sup ( f . ( f 1dm)2 dyr/
2

gEX JB.g JMng-1B2.g

:::; Vola (B4e )ess sup Volx(Bex)1/2Volx(B2eXtl
xEX

:::; Vola (B4e )ess sup Volx(Bex t 1/ 2 :::; 4da c;(d+dm }/2
xEX

for all c; E (0,1], where we used the estimates (7) in the last step.

The following proposition is the key result to prove Theorem 3.1.

Proposition 3.12 There exists a C > 0 such that

for all c; > 0 and r.p E L2;1 (X ; dx) n L1(X ; dx) .

D

Proof By the estimates for 1111/Je1112 for all c; E (0,1] stated in Proposition 3.11 and the
Nash inequality stated in Proposition 3.9 there exists a C > 0 such that

for all c; E (0, 1] and r.p E L2;1 (X ; dx) n L1(X ; dx). But then these estimates are valid for

all c; > 0 since 11r.p112 :::; 11r.p112;1' D

It is now easy to prove Theorem 3.1.

Proof of Theorem 3.1 Optimize the inequalities from Proposition 3.12 over c; > O. D

In the following section the Nash inequalities are used to prove the Gaussian bounds of
Theorem 1.4.

4 Gaussian kernel bounds

In this section we deduce the kernel bounds stated in Theorem 1.4. For all r,p E [1,00]
denote by IITllr-.p the operator norm of a linear operator T: Lr(X; dx) --+ Lp(X; dx).

The next proposition is well known, but for self-consistency we include the proof.

Proposition 4.1 Suppose M n Z(G) is finite. Aloreover, suppose that the vector space
basis aI, ... , ad for the Lie algebra 9 is such that aI, ... ,adm is a vector space basis for the
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Lie algebra m of M. Let S be the semigroup generated by the closure of a pure second order
strongly elliptic operator H of the form

d

H = - L cijAiAj
i,j=1

Then there exist a, w > 0 such that

I(T, St<P) I ::; a r(d-dn,)/2ewtll<pIIIilTlh

for all <P, T E C~(X) and t > o.
Proof Let Ho = H +Jll and T the semigroup generated by the closure of Ho, where Jl
denotes the ellipticity constant. Since Ho generates a continuous semigroup on L1(X; dx),
by Theorem 1.5.1 of [Rob], there exist a, w > 0 such that IITt111-+1::; a ewt for all t > O. Let
C> 0 be the Nash constant as in Theorem 3.1. Let <P E L1(X; dx) n L2(X; dx). Then

d 2 liT 11 2+4/(d-dm)
dt IITt<Pll~ = -2 Re(Tt<p, HoTt<p) ::; -2JlIITt<PII~;1 ::; - ~ 11;<p~t/(d-dm)

< _ 2Jl (1ITt<pIIDl+2/(d-dm)
- C a4/(d-dm)e4wt/(d-dm) 1I<pllt/(d-dm)

for all t > o. Therefore,

~ (1ITt<Pll~t2/(d-dm) = - d : d
m

(1ITt<Pll~t1-2/(d-dm) ~ IITt<Pll~

> 4Jl II 11-4/(d-dm)
- (d - dm)C a4/(d-dn')e4wt/(d-dn,) <p 1

and by integration

11 T,ltlll-4/(d-dm) = (11T,ltlI12)-2/(d-dm) > t 4Jl e-4wt/(d-dn,)llltlll-4/(d-dn,) .
tr 2 tr 2 - (d _ dm)C a4/(d-dm) r 1

So IISt111-+2 = elttllTtlh-+2 ::; a't-(d-dm)/4ew't for suitable a',w' > O. By duality, IIStI12-+oo =
IIS;lh-+2 ::; a"t-(d-dn,)/4ew"t for suitable a",w" > 0 and therefore

for redefined a and w, uniformly for all t > o. D

Together with the reduction formula these bounds are the main ingredient in the proof
of the Gaussian bounds for higher order strongly elliptic operators.

Proposition 4.2 Suppose M n Z(G) is finite. Moreover, suppose that the vector space
basis a1, ... ,ad for the Lie algebra 9 is such that a1, . .. ,adm is a vector space basis for
the Lie algebra m of M. Let H be an n-th order strongly operator as in (2) and Kt the
corresponding reduced heat kernel. Then for all 0, f3 E J (d) there exist a, b > 0 and w ~ 0
such that

I(AaRt3 Kt)( X ; y) I ::; a r(lal+It3I+d-dm)/newte-b(dt (x;y)nt-t )t!(n-l)

for all x, y E X and t > o.
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Proof First for all <.p: X -+ C define the function 7r*<.p: G -+ C by (7r*<.p )(g) = <.p(g). Let
(x, f3 E J(d). Then the reduction formula of Corollary 1.3 gives

for all g, kEG, where we use the unimodularity of M in the second equality. Let <.p,7 E

C~(X), pER, 'l/J E Cb;oo(X) real valued and suppose that 'E1=1 IA'l/J12 ~ 1. Then

fx fx (AaB!3Kt) (g ; k) eP(,p(g)-,p(k)) <.p( k) 7(g) dk dg

= fx fx 1M(AaB!3f{t)(gm -1 k-1) eP«1r*,p)(g)-(1r*,p)(km)) (7r*<.p) (km) (7r*7 )(g) dm dk dg

= fx l)AaB!3f{t)(gr-1) eP«1r*,p)(g)-(1r*,p)(r))(7r*<.p)(r) (7r*7)(g) dr dg

= fx 1M l/AaB!3f{t)(smr-1) eP«1r*,p)(sm)-(1r*,p)(r)) (7r*<.p)(r) (7r*7)(sm) dr dm ds

= fa fa (AaBf3f{t) (hr-1) eP«1r*,p)(h)-(1r*,p)(r)) (7r*<.p) (r) (7r*7) (h) dr dh

for all t > O. Secondly,
(Ai7r*'l/J)(g) = (A'l/J)(,g)

for all 9 E G and i E {I, ... ,d}. So 'E1=1 IAi 7r*'l/J1 2 ~ 1. If follows that

(8)

for all g, h E G. From [Rob], Theorem IIlA.8 and an elementary transformation to rewrite
the right derivatives in terms of left derivatives and an exponential function one deduces
that there exist a, b > 0 and W 2: 0 such that

I(AaB!3f{t)(g) I~ a r(d+lal+I!3I)/newt e-2b(lglnt-l)I/(n-l)

for all 9 E G and t > O. Therefore

IJx fx (AaB!3Kt )(g; k) eP(,p(g)-,p(k)) <.p(k) 7(g) dk dgl

~ fa fa ar(d+lal+If3I)/newte-2b(lhr-llnCl)I/(n-l) eP«1r*,p)(h)-(1r*,p)(r))I(7r*<.p)(r)II(7r*7)(h)1 dh dr

~ ar(d+lal+If3I)/newt fa fa e-2b(lhr-1Inr 1)1/(n-l) elpllhr-lll (7r*<.p)( r) II (7r*7)(h) Idh dr

Using the estimate
_b(lhr-1

I
nr 1)1/(n-1) + Ipllhr-11~ wblplnt

with Wb = b-(n-1)(n - 1)n-1n-n one deduces that

Ifx fx (AaB!3Kt)(g ; k) eP(,p(g)-,p(k)) <.p( k) 7(g) dk dgI (9)

~ ar(d+la/+I!3I)/newHwbpnt fa fa e_b(lhr-1Int-1)1/(n-l)!(7r*<.p) (r) II (7r*7) (h) Idh dr
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Therefore it remains to estimate

r d/nLLe-b(lhr-1\nt-l )l/(n-l) I(1r*<p)(r) II(1r*r)(h) Idh dr

for all t > O.
Thirdly, for all j E No define the annuli nj by

nj = {(h,r) E G x G: j:::; Ihr-IlnrI < j + I}

Let d(j)(h,r) denote the measure on nj induced by dhdr. Then

faL rd/ne-b(lhr-llnt-l)l/(n-l)I(1r*<p)(r)II(1r*r)(h)1 dhdr

= f= 1. rd/ne-b(lhr-llnt-l)l/(n-l) 1(1r*<p)(r)II(1r*r)(h)1 dU)(h, r)
j=O OJ •

00

:::; ~rd/ns1/2eW+I)t)2/nSjl e-bjl/(n-l) f f 1(1r*<p)(r)II(1r*r)(h)1 sjd/2e-lhr-112sjl dhdr ,
j=O la la

where Sj > 0 for all j E No.
Fourthly, let J{b. and ",b. denote the Lie group kernel and reduced heat kernel of the

semigroup Sb. generated by the Laplacian L\ = -A~ - ... - A~. By [Rob], Theorem I1L5.1
there exist a, C > 0 and WI ~ 0 such that

s-d/2e-lg!2 s-1 :::; a eW1S J{~(g)

for all S > 0 and 9 E G. Then by reduction, Corollary 1.3, again, it follows that

f f 1(1r*<p)(r)II(1r*r)(h)1 s-:-d/2e-lhr-
1

1
2
sjl dhdr

lala J

:::;aeW1Sj f f 1(1r*<p)(r)II(1r*r)(h)IJ{~(hr-I)dhdr (10)lala J

=aeW1Sj f f ",~(x;y)I<p(y)llr(x)ldxdylx lx J

= aeW1Sj(lrl,S~I<pI)
J

for all j E No. Then by the bounds of Proposition 4.1 there exist a > 0 and W ~ 0 such
that

LLrd/ne-b(lhr-llnt-l )l/(n-l) I(1r*<p)(r) II (1r*r )(h) Idh dr

00

< "t-d/n d/2 W+I)t)2/ns-:-1 _bjl/(n-l) -(d-dm)/2 WSj II II II II_ a LJ Sj e J e Sj e <p 1 r 1

j=o

uniformly for all t, s1, S2, ... > 0 and <p, r E C~(X). Now set Sj = (j + 1)I/(n-I)t2/n > 0
for all j E No. Then

t -dln d/2 W+I)t)2/ns-:-1 _bjl/(n-l) -(d-dn,)/2 WSj
Sj e J e Sj e

(.+ 1)dm/(2(n-I)) (j+I)2/n-l/(n-l) _bjl/(n-l) w(j+I)1/(n-l)t2/nt-(d-dm)ln
= J e e e

:::; (j + 1)dm/(2(n-I)) eU+I)2/n-l/(n-l)_2-1bjl/(n-l) r(d-dm)/n
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for all t > 0 with 2wt2/n ::; 2-1b. Since 2/n - l/(n -1) < l/(n - 1) it follows that

00

M = 2:U + 1)dm/(2(n-l))e(j+!)2/n-l/(n-l)-2-1bjl/(n-l) < 00

j=O

and

fa fa rd/ne-b(lhr-llnt-l )l/(n-l) I(1I"*ep)(r) II(1I"*T)(h) Idh dr ::; aM r(d-dm)/n lIeplllllT lit (11)

for all t E (0, ((4wt1b)n/2]. Alternatively, if t > ((4wt1b)n/2 then

fa la r d/ne_b(lhr-1Int-1
p/(n-l) I(1I"*ep) (r) II (11"*T)(h) Idh dr

::; r d/nlala 1(1I"*ep)(r)II(1I"*T)(h)ldhdr

= rd/nlleplltliTIIt ::; ((4w)-lb)-2/dmr(d-dm)/nlleplltllTIl1 . (12)

A combination of (9), (11) and (12) yields that for all 0, f3 E J(d) there exist a, b, w > 0
such that

uniformly for all t > 0, ep, T E C~(X), pER and real valued 'lj; E CbiOO(X) with
'Lf=l IAi 7P1 2::; 1 for all i E {I, ... ,d}. Then

and minimizing first over 7P and finally over p gives the bounds

I(AQ BfJ!\,t)(iJ; k)1 ::; a r(lal+lfJl+d-dm)/newte-b((d(y;k)ncl)l/(n-l)

and the proof of Proposition 4.2 is complete. o

Now we are able to prove the main theorem.
Proof of Theorem 1.4 Obviously the validity of Theorem 1.4 is independent of the
choice of the basis all . .. , ad for 9, i.e., if Theorem 1.4 is valid for one particular basis then
it is valid for any basis. This is because the distance d1 in (3) is independent of the chosen
basis, up to equivalence of norms.

Let D = M n Z (G). Then D is a closed normal subgroup of G, and also of M, since D
is central in G. Therefore G/D is a connected unimodular group and M/D is a compact
connected subgroup of G/D. We first show that (M/D) n Z(G/D) is finite.

Let all ... , ad', ... , adm, ,ad be a basis for 9 such that all ... ,ad' is a basis for (I, the
Lie algebra of D and all ,adm is a basis for m. Then ad'+! + (I, ... , ad + (I is a basis for
the Lie algebra 9/(1.

Let a E m and suppose a + (I E 3(9/(1), the centre of 9/(1. Then [a, b] E (I and hence
[a, b] is central for all bE 9. Therefore,

Ad(exp(ta))b = etadab = b+ t[a, b]
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for all t E Rand bEg. But a E m and hence {Ad(exp(ta)b : t E R} is a compact subset
of g. So [a, b] = 0 for all bEg and hence a E t>. Therefore (mit» n j(g/t» = {O}. Hence
dim((MID) n Z(GID)) = 0 since the Lie algebra of GID is naturally isomorphic to the
Lie algebra g/t>. Then (MID) n Z(GID) is finite because MID is compact.

Let P:GID ---+ (GID)/(MID) denote the canonical projection map. Define the map

ep: GIM ---+ (GI D) / (MI D) by
ep(gM) = P(gD)

for all 9 E G. It is an elementary exercise to show that the map ep is well defined, it is a
bijection and both ep and ep-l are Coo maps. Moreover, if one normalizes the Haar measure
on D to have total measure one then

tG/D)/(M/D) c.p = L/M c.p 0 ep

for all c.p E Cc((GID)/(MID)). Let again all ... ,ad', ... ,adn" ••• ,ad be a basis for 9 such
that al, . .. , ad' is a basis for t> and al, ... , adn, is a basis for m. Then it is obvious that
A = 0 for all i E {I, ... , d'}. The Lie algebra of GID is isomorphic to g/t> in the natural
manner, and as vector space the latter is naturally isomorphic to span{ad'+!' , ad}' Let
ai be the element in the Lie algebra of GID assigned to ai for all i E {d' + I, , d} and let
Ai be the associated infinitesimal generator on (GID) / (MID). Then Ai(c.poep) = (Aic.p) oep

for all c.p E Coo((GID)/(MID)) and i E {d' + I, ... ,d}.

Let d1 be the distance on (GID)/(MID) as in (3). Then it is easy to see that

for all g, h E G.
Next let

H = 2: caAa

aEJ(d)
lal~n

be the strongly elliptic operator of order n on L 2 (( GID) / (MI D)), where we set Al = ... =

Ad' = 0 (see [EIRI] Lemma 3.9). Then (Hc.p)oep = H(c.poep) for all c.p E C~((GID) / (MI D))

and hence (Stc.p) 0 ep = St(c.p 0 ep) for all t > 0, where St is the semigroup generated by H.
Let K, denote the reduced heat kernel corresponding to H. Then

for all g, h E G. By Proposition 4.2 applied to the group GID, the compact subgroup MID
and the strongly elliptic operator H the kernel K, has the required Gaussian estimates. But
then also K', satisfies the desired Gaussian bounds. 0

Remark 4.3 In general M n Z(G) is not finite. An example is the Heisenberg group
G = A(R), topologically isomorphic to R x R x T, together with the compact subgroup
M rv {O} X {O} x T.
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5 Reduced heat kernels on nilpotent groups

In the previous section we used the semigroup estimates for the Laplacian on the homoge
neous space (Proposition 4.1) and the general kernels bounds for n-th order operators on
the Lie groups to deduce Gaussian bounds for the reduced heat kernel associated with an
n-th order strongly elliptic operator on the homogeneous space. But it turns out that this
method also works for reduced heat kernels associated with n-th order strongly elliptic op
erators associated with an irreducible unitary representation on a nilpotent Lie group. In
this section we prove Gaussian bounds for these kinds of reduced heat kernels on nilpotent
Lie groups, together with all its derivatives. In [EIR2] Gaussian bounds were proved for
second order strongly elliptic operators with real principal coefficients.

We first recall some notation from [EIR2], Section 2. Note that the representations in
[EIR2] are defined with respect to right cosets, but the difference will give no problem. From
now on let G be a connected, simply connected, d-dimensional, nilpotent Lie group with Lie
algebra 9 and fix l E g*. Let m denote a polarizing subalgebra for l of dimension dm and let
M = exp(m) denote the corresponding subgroup of G. Further let al, •.. , adm , ... , adm+k

be a weak Malcev basis of 9 passing through m, i.e., span{aI, ... , aj} is a subalgebra of 9 for
all j :s; d = dm +k and m = span{aI, ... , adm }. Define the one dimensional representation
x: M -+ C by X(exp a) = e21l"il(a) for all a E m. Further define "'/: R k -+ G by

The map (m,x) f-+ m . "'/(x) is a diffeomorphism from M x R k into G which preserves
measures. Let E = (EI , E2 ): G -+ M X R k be the inverse of this map. For 9 E G define
U(g): L2 (Rk) -+ L2 (Rk) by

(U(g)'P) (x) = X(EI ("'f(x)g))'P(E2 ("'f(x)g))

for all 'P E L 2(Rk
) and a.e. x E R k • Then U is the basis realization of the irreducible

representation ind(M i G, X) with respect to the weak Malcev basis (see [CoG], p. 125).
In the sequel we also need the representation UO of G on L 2 given by

The representations U and UO extend to continuous isometric representations on all the
Lp(Rk)-spaces with p E [1,00] (see [EIR2], Lemma 2.1).

Let bl , ••• , bd be a vector space basis for 9 and for all i E {I, ... ,d} let Bi = dU (bi ) and
Bi = dUO(bi ) be the associated infinitesimal generators. The Bi can be used to define a
distance on R k by

d

d(x; y) = sup{I1f'(x) -1f'(y)1 : 1f' E C~(Rk) real and L: IBi1f' 1
2 :s; I}

i=l

(Cf. [EIR2] p. 495.) Next let n E Nand

H = L: cexBex

ex: lexl$n
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be a strongly elliptic operator of order n with complex (constant) coefficients on Lp(Rk
).

Then the closure H of H generates a continuous semigroup S on Lp(Rk
) and for all t > 0

the operator St has a smooth reduced heat kernel "'t E S(Rk X R k
) such that

(Strp)(x) = f "'t(x;y)rp(y)dyiRk

for all rp E Lp(Rk ) and x E R k • Let Ba denote the (multi- )derivative of the reduced
kernel "'t with respect to the first variable and Rf3 the derivative with respect to the second
variable and the basis bl, ... ,bd•

Now we are able to state the Gaussian bounds for the reduced heat kernels on nilpotent
Lie groups.

Theorem 5.1 For all (1, f3 E J(d) there exist a, b > 0 and w ~ 0 such that

I(AaRf3"'t) (x ; y) I :::; a C(k+lal+If3I)/newte-b(d(xjy)nCl )l!(n-l)

for all x, y E R k and t > O.

Proof For t > 0 let Kt E L1(G) be the Lie group kernel of the operator St. As in
Section 1 we denote the left derivative in the direction bi on the Lie group G by Bi and
the right derivative in the direction bi by Ri . Again the reduced heat kernel is obtained
from K by a reduction formula.

Lemma 5.2 If (1, f3 E J(d) and t > 0 then

(Ba Rf3"'t)(x; y) = 1M x(m)(jjaRf3 Kt)('r(x)-lm,(y)) dm

for all x, y E R k •

Proof By [CoG] Proposition 4.3.2 the right hand side is the kernel of the operator
U(Ba Rf3Kt ) = U(Ba Kt/2) U(Rf3 Kt/2). But U(Ba Kt/2) = BaU(Kt/2) and has as kernel
Ba"'t/2o By duality, U(R.f3 Kt/2) has the kernel Rf3"'t/2. Then the lemma follows by taking
the convolution. 0

Similar results are also valid with respect to the representation uo. Let H°!::J. =
- E1=1 (Bi)2 be the Laplacian and so!::J. be the semigroup generated by H°!::J.. Then S~!::J.

has a fast decaying reduced heat kernel ",~!::J. satisfying

(13)

for all x, y E R k
, where Kf E L1(G) is the kernel of the semigroup generated by - E1=1 B;.

Proposition 4.1 has the following form in the present context.

Proposition 5.3 There exist a, W > 0 such that

(14)

for all rp, T E C~(Rk) and t > o.
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Proof If the weak Malcev basis at, ... ,ad has the ideal property (3) of [ElR2], i.e., if

[a, adm+j] E span{at, .. . , adm+j-d for all a E g and j E {1, ... ,k} ,

then the bounds (14) follows from the Nash inequalities Corollary 3.10 of [ElR2] for uo,
similarly as in the proof of Proposition 4.1. But by Lemma 2.3 of [ElR2] one can then
remove the restriction that the weak Malcev basis has the ideal property. []

The modulus on G is defined with respect to right invariant vector fields (4). But if
one uses the left invariant vector fields instead of the right invariant vector fields then one
obtains the same modulus.

For all cp: R k -+ C define the function 1r*r.p: G -+ C by (1r*cp)(m,(x)) = cp(x). Then

(Ri (1r*r.p))(m,(x)) = (B:cp)(x)

for all r.p E C~(Rk), m E M, x E R k and i E {1, ... , d}. This is the present substitute
for (8).

Now we are able to prove Theorem 5.1. Since the proof is very similar, we indicate the
differences. Let 0:, f3 E J(d), t > 0, cp, r E C~(Rk), pER, 'Ij; E Cb;oo(Rk) real valued and
suppose that L1=1 IBi'lj;1 2

::; 1. Then by [CoG] Lemma 1.2.13 and Theorem 1.2.10 one has

Ilk iRk (B CX R(3"'t)(x; y) eP(1jJ(x)-1jJ(y)) cp(y) r(x) dy dxl

::; r r r 1(.Hcx R.BI<t)(')'(xt1m,(y))IeP(1jJ(x)-1jJ(Y))lcp(y)llr(x)1 dm dy dxiRkiRkiM
= iRk fa I(.H cx R(3 I<t)(')'(xt 1g) IeP((1r°1jJ)(-r(x))-(1r°1jJ)(g)) I(1r*r.p )(g) Ilr(x) Idg dx

::; r 11(.HCXR.BI<t)(')'(xt1g)leIPIII'(x)-lgll(1r*r.p)(g)lr(x)ldgdxiRk G

If one defines and uses the annuli

then one can argue as in the proof of Proposition 4.2 up to equality (10). But now it
follows from (13) that

r 11(1r*cp)(g)llr(x)II<~(')'(x)-lg)dgdX = r r ",~~(x;y) 1r.p(y)llr(x)ldydxiRk G J iRk iRk J

= (Irl, S~~lcpl)

::; aeCSj IIcpll111 r 111

for suitable a, W > 0, by Proposition 5.3. The rest of the proof is as before. o

Although the proof in the nilpotent case is very similar to the proof in the homogeneous
case, the nilpotent case is not a special case of the homogeneous case since M is not compact
in general.
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